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ABSTRACT

A survey carrled out by HR Wallingford for CIRIA had shown that, despite a
considerable amount of past research on channel protection materials, and in
particular on riprap, the available methods gave widely-varying predictions.
An extensive literature review on riprap sizing formulae is presented in
this j.nteri.n report as well as some general notions on turbulence generated
downstream of hydraullc structures. It was found that the existing
guidelines do not apply to highly turbulent flows and that the nominal stone
size given by the different equations can vary as much as four ti^rneE. fhis
refers both to normal turbulent flows ie. flows ln natural, straight
channels end to highLy turbulent flows, ie. downstream of structures. In
terms of weight the predictions vary by a faetor of up to 64. Therefore any
uncertainties nay have major econonic consequences.

The e:<perimental set-up, and the data acquisition procedure are described in
this report as well as the materials selected for the study and the
preliminary tests already carried out. The next stages of the project which
will include bed and bank revetment stability, performance of filters and
alternative materials to riprap are also indicated in the report.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

Coeff ic ient in Jansen's equat i-on
Crest length
Coeff ic ient in PIANC's equat ion
Coeff ic ient in Maynord's equat ion
Coeff ic ient i -n Izbash's equat ion
Norninal particle size
Size of ihe equivalent cube ( = ( #F I ]', ',1
Diameter of the equivalent sphere t'! ( *#") 

" " )
Dimension of stone which exceeds dimensiiih-Bf x% of the stones by
weight
Froude nr:mber of f low ( -  U/ (gy )o.s;
Acceleration due to gravity
Crest height
Height of a point (x,y,z) above a horizontal datum
Constant
Nikuradse's roughness height
Pressure
Correlation coef ficient
Relative turbulence intensity in Pilarczykrs equation
Specific gravity of stone
Time
Mean flow velocity in the channel
Streamwise velocity component
Instantaneous velocity
Velocity near the bed
Local flow velocity at the threshold of movement
Cross stream velocity component
Weight
Weight of stone greater than that of stones in x% of the nixture by
weight
Vertical velocity component
Florr depth
Total flow depth
Bank slope
Coeff ic ient in Pi larczyk's equat ion
High turbulence factor in Pilarczyk's equation
Kinematic viscosity
Density of water
Angle in the equation of the Department of TransporL of State of
Cal i fornia
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t Shear stress
0 Internal friction angle of*the stone
Vs Shields parameter ( = 
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O Factor for reduced stabi l i ty of  stones on banks

Fluctuation around the mean
Time*averaged value of quantity x
Root mean square value
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INTRODUCTION

Flows downstream of structures such as gates, weirs

and stilling basins can be highly turbulent and the

velocity distributions very non-uniform. Channel

protection is therefore normally required to prevent,

or at least lfunit, the extent of scour produced by the

flow on the river bed and banks. Riprap is one of the

most widely used forms of flexible protection for

natural and artificial watercourses. However, it was

found from a survey carried out recently by HR

Wallingford for CIRIA that, despite a considerable

amount of past research, many of the available design

nethods give widely-varying predictions of stable

stone sizes. Such uncertainties can have major

economic consequences: a typical difference of 30% in

predicted stone size can increase the weight of the

stone by a factot of  2.2.

The objectives of this research project were:

to carry out experimental work on ri-prap

stability in high turbulence flows downstream of

hydraulic structures, and

to identify and compare possible low-cost

alternatives to riprap for channel protection.

The ultimate aim of this study was to produce

guidelines for the design of stable protection of

channels. This could be achieved by developing

rational design formulae that relate stable stone

sizes to the local flow conditions and the degree of

turbulence. Existing guidelines such as the ones

given by the US Bureau of Reclamation are based on

limited dala and do not take quantitative account of

highly turbulent fLows. Current research being

carried out by the US Army Corps of Engi-neers is



2 TI'RBULENCE

2.L General concepts

concerned with the use of riprap for protection of

stream banks against current attack; their work is

applicable where uniform flow conditions in a channel

determine the velocities around its perimeter.

It was also the purpose of this study to assess the

effect that the grading of the material has on its

resistance and to recorrnend suitable filters for

riprap protection. Where suitable supplies of stone

are not available, the use of riprap for channel

protection can be prohibitive. Although several

low-cost alternatives have been tried (eg

semi-permeable groynes, baffles and concrete blocks),

no rational criteria for their design have been

developed so far. Basic research work was also needed

in this area to determine their suitability and

compare their performance with riprap.

Turbulence can be described as a process where the

energy of an 'orderly' steady flow i-s converted i.nto

the random kinetic energy of eddies of decreasing

sizes down to the molecular level. At this Ievel the

energy is transferred in the form of heat (Yuen and

Fraser, 1979). The fluid particles move in extremely

irregular paths producing instantaneous changes i-n the

velocity direction and intensity. Due to the random

nature of turbulent flows it is usual to consi-der the

j-nsLantaneous velocity V (and other quantities such as

the pressure) as the sum of two terms:

V = V + V l

where

(  1 )



V is the time-averaged velocity responsible for the

transport of fluid particles and

Vr represents turbulent fluctuations around the mean.

Ttre turbulent fluctuations introduce considerable

additional shear stresses by increasing the momentum

exchange rate when compared sith laminar flow. As the

flow paths are so erratic in turbulent flows, the

velocity components in the three orthogonal directions

(u, v and w) can asslutre similar importance. These

components f,igure in the Navier-Stokes (N-S) eguations

for turbulent flows (see, for example, Tennekes and

Lunley, L972) as can be seen in the following

three-dimensional form of the N-S equation in the x

direction:

additional stress components

due to turbulence

For the definition of these variables refer to the

1j-st of s5rmbols at the beginning of this report.

For the study of turbulent flows it is obviously

important to assess the role of turbulent velocity

fluctuations in relation to the time-averaged

velocity, since these fluctuations can be larger than

the average vaIue. This can be done by determi-ning

the turbulence intensities, defined as:

-  L . 2  L . 2  _  -  t r z  _
( u ' 2 )  / u  ,  ( v ' 2 )  / u  a n d  ( w ' 2 )  / u



in the x, y and z direction, respectively. The

numerators of these ratios give the standard deviation

fron the mean and are commonly known as the rms

values. In fact, according to the definition, the

standard deviation is given by:

- T  -  1 t 2  -  7 / 2
o = [  TLtg J '  

(V-V)z dt  ]  =  (V '2) (3 )

A correlation coefficient (R) between the x and y

directions can be defined as R = ;$-1_,, . Hence,
( u t '  v t ' )

for a specified value of R it is possible to determine

TG' provided that the rms values are known. These

values can be obtained experjmentally.

Turbulent flows are conmon in most engineering

problems and, in particular downstream of hydraulic

structures, where high velocity and pressure

fluctuations usually impose considerable stress on the

channel bed and banks. The type and extent of the

protection required nainly depends on the level of

turbulence and will be discussed in the next

sect ions.

2.2 Turbulence produced

in hydraulic jumps

Considerable research has been carried out to

characterise turbulence downstream of structures such

as weirs, sluice gates and spillways, where a

hydraulic jurnp is formed to establish the transition

from a supercritical to a subcritical flow (see

Fig 1). ltre majority of these studies has been

orientated towards the measurement and analysis of

pressure forces, induced by the turbulent flow, on

concrete slabs of stil l ing basins. This has been done

in order to predict  and, i f  possible, prevent the



occurrence of damage in joints of slabs, excessive

vibrations and cavitation erosion.

Ihe highly turbulent nature of hydraulic jumps, which

is in fact responsible for the dissipation of a

considerable part of the energy of the supercritical

flow, has been pointed out by Rouse et al (1958),

Campbell (1966) and Narayanan (f978), amongst others.

Whilst Rouse et a1 investigated the characteristics of

er<panding flow in the hydraulic jurnp, Canpbell's study

focussed on the protection required for river beds and

banl<s submitted to various levels of turbulence. Ttre

levels of turbulence considered were the leve1s

expected downstream of culverts, of small stil l ing

basins and in channels. Small stil l ing basins were

defined as having a length three times the theoretical

tailwater depth d, or greater, and a design depth

equal to dr. 'Small turbulent basinsr was the name

given to basj-ns with lengths smaller or equal to 2.5

times d, and a tailwater depth less than dr. The

stone weight and equivalent diameters necessary to

protect the river bed are given on a chart. This

author stresses, however, that these criteria are not

suitable for large energy dissipation which should be

studied in physical models. Narayanan (1978) analysed

pressure fluctuations beneath submerged jumps to

determine their rms values and their frequency

distribution. More recently, a two dimensional

numerical model, developed by McCorquodale and Khalifa

(1983) to predict the internal structure of the

hydraulic jr:np, demonstrated once again the irnportance

of turbulent pressures on the configuration of such

jr:rnps. Neglecting turbulent pressure fluctuations was

found to affect the geometric features of high Froude

number jumps.



CHA}INEL PROTECTION -

PREVIOUS STUDIES

3.1 Ini t iat ion of part iele

movement

The initiation of particle movement can be taken as

the beginning of the failure process of a river

protection revetrhent. A shear stress is exerted on

the bottom of the channel as a result of the water

current action and determines the slope of the

vertical veloeity profile along the depth of the flow.

Lift and drag forces are therefore present in this

process. In turbulent flows the magnitude, direction

and point of application of these forces are random

quantities, fl-uctuating around their mean values.

Even the laminar sublayer, normally considered to be

dominated by viscosity, is affected by high energy

eddies coming from the main turbulent f1ow. These

generate 3-D high- and low-speed velocity bursts in

the laminar sublayer (Raudkivi, f990). On the other

hand, the main flow is also influenced by the burst of

1ow momentr.rn fluid coming from the sublayer. This

contributes to a loeal deeeleration of the flow and

generates more eddies. Rock protection revetments can

start to move not only due to the shear force produced

by the primary water current but also to the inpulse

drag exerted by a passing eddy or to a local decrease

in pressure which generates uplift forces.

A number of factors can influence the initiation of

particle motion, some of them due to the geotechnical

characteristics of the rock, some to the layout of the

revetment and others to the hydraulic features of the

flow. The first group may include the size, the

speci-fic weight, the surface roughness, the gradation

and the porosi ty of the rockf i l l .  The part ic le shape,

defined by a suitable shape factor, ilay also be



3.2 Riprap design

formulae

included in this group. Some tests have shown that

flatter stones have a lower threshold velocity than

standard quarry stone. However, tests performed at

the Delft Hydraulics Laboratory, The Netherlands, with

coarse particles showed no direct relationship between

shape and threshold velocity for particles with the

same nominal size (Pilarczyk, 1984). The effect of

the gradation seems to be pronounced only for wide

particle gradations : the finer particles are eroded

first by the flow thus leaving a layer of coarser

grains which prevents further seour. Associated with

the gradation is the range of porosities that can be

achieved for a particular rockfill. It seems obvj-ous

that the higher the degree of compaction (ie the lower

the porosity) the higher is the roek stability.

However, no systematic studies are known to have been

carried out on this topic. One possible reason for

this is that river protection downstream of hydraulic

structures is normally done by dumping riprap on the

river bed, so no mechanical compaction takes place.

Since riprap is undoubtedly the most conrnon material

used as river bed protecti-on, several guidelines on

grading have been developed over the years based on

experience as well as on cortrnon sense. These design

criteria normally refer to the gradati-on in terms of

stone weight rather than its dimension, to the

thickness of the riprap blanket and to the ratio

between the maximum and minimum di-mension of each

block. An example of the lower and upper limits for

grading riprap is given by Hemphill and Branley

( leBe) :

W f O O / W S O = 2 t o 5



W S S / W S O  =  I . 7  t o  3 . 3

W ' S / W S O  =  0 . 1  t o  0 . 4

W A S / W f S = 4 L o L 2

where W__ is the weight of the stone that is greater
x

than that of x% of the stones by weight. Angular

shaped stones are preferred to round stones because of

increased stability, and the maximum dimension of each

particle should not exceed three times the minimum

di.mension. Regarding the thickness of the riprap

bLanket,  i t  can be taken to be at least 1 to 1.5 t imes

the maximum diameter of the largest stones or twice

the average diameter (Keown et al ,  L977).

( 4 )

Raudkivi (1990) suggests

relationship* as a first

protect ion on horizontal

D" =  0 .0413 Vt

where

the following simple

approach to sizing riprap

beds:

(s)

U=
b

D
q

veloeity near the bed, and

diameter of the equivalent sphere of specific

g r a v i t y  2 . 6 5 .

This author also developed a relationship conbining

the Manning-Strickler formulae rrith the Shields

threshold criteria for unidirectional flow with the

Shields parameter equal to 0.04 and specif ic gravi ty

o f  s t o n e s  o f  2 . 6 5 2

A11 equations given in this report are in SI

units unless otherwise stated (eg the dimensions

of the stone diameter are in metres and the flow

ve loc i ty  in  n /s ) .



D  =  4 . 5  x  1 0 - s  u 3 / y o o . 5

where

D = nominal size of the stone

Yo = flow depth, and

U = mean flow velocity

Peterka (1964) cbnbining existing eguations,

laboratory results and prototype observations produced

a curve for sizing riprap downstream of stilling

basins. Ttre curve is said to give a good estimate of

the size of most of the stones in a wel-I graded

mixture. His results can assume the following

nathematical form (with a correlation coefficient of

0 . 9 9 9 9 9 ) :

D  =  0 . 0 3 7 6  V b 2

where

D = stone diameter, and

VO = bottom velocity

( 7 )

Peterka points out, however, that the curve is only

tentative and therefore liable to rnodification

resulting from further tests or more extensive field

observations.

For the design of bank riprap subjected to currents

moving paralle1 to the banks, Searcy (1967) recommends

the use of two charts adapted from the Hydraulic

Design Cri ter ia,  US Corps of Engineers (see Fig 2).

One of the charts a11ows the conversion of the average

velocity in the channel into the velocity at stone

level. This velocity is entered in the second chart

which will then give the equivalent spherical diameter

(or weight) of stone for various bank slopes. This

( 6 )



t r ia l  and error method suggests to use 0.4 of the

total depth when the flow depth is greater than 10ft.

Itre resulting stone size is then considered to be

stable not only at the toe of the bank but also closer

to the water surface. However, the transition between

these two different procedures is not absolutely

c lear .

The Department of Transportation of the State of

California (1970) reconrnends the use of the followi-ng

e<trlression for the design of rock annour in slopes

under current attack (note that this equation is in

f t -s  un i ts ) :

lrf =

where

0.00002 Vf, s cosec3 (po-cr)

minimum weight in Ib of outside stone for

danage

stream velocity in ft,/s to which the bank

exposed

specific gravity of stone

70o for randomly plaeed rubble

face slope

(B )

W=

Vb= 1 S

s

t / o

c

Where no accurate velocity data are available VO can

be taken as 2/3 of the average stream velocity for

parallel flow tangential to bank; for impinging flow

against curved banks VO can be taken as 4/3 of the

average stream velocity.

An experi-mental study of riprap stability in

decelerating flow was carried out by Maynord (1978)

using stone sizes with DrO between 7.9 and 11.3nrn, a

bottom slope of 0.008 and various bank slopes. The

following relationship was obtained:

10



DSO/yo = CFr3

where

Yo = water depth

Fr = Froude number of f low = U/(gyo)o.s

U = mean channel velocity

g = acceleration due to gravity

C = coefficient dependent on the channel geometry

(straight or curved) and on location of riprap

(bottom or slope). Different factors of safety

can also be included in this coefficient.

For straight channels and bottom riprap, incipient

motion conditions led to C = O.22. Maynord pointed

out that in decelerating flows intense and irregular

vorticity is generated which can resemble the

turbulence downstream of a hydraulic structure.

Hence, the values of C refer to relatively high levels

of turbulence. However, it should be noted that the

experimental procedure used by this author only

produced the additional turbulence associated with

expansion in decelerating flows.

Based on studies of river closure by transverse

dumping of rock, Izbash and l(haldre (1970) developed a

relationship which can be used not only for rnormal'

turbulence flows but also for flow downstream of

hydraulic structures such as culverts. The diaineter

of the equivalent spheres Ds50= ,*r t"  
"rn 

b.

found using:

vbt

(e)

Ds5o =  c l

where

g (s -1 )a

11

(  r0)



VO = Iocal flow velocity at the threshold of movement

s = specific weight of stone

Cr,= coeff ic ient var iable with the level of

turbulence

= 0.35 1ow turbulence (ie normal river flow)

= 0.68 no fu11y developed turbulent boundary layer

(ie higher turbulence levels)

O = factor that allows for the reduced stability of

particles on a sloping bank

Q = (1-  "+t :g ) " '
s in20

where cr is the bank slope, and

$ is the internal friction angle of the stone.

A similar equation for riprap sizing is suggested by

Jansen et al (f979), also taking into account the

Ievel of turbulence in the flow but this time in terms

of the mean flow velocity U:

n . A U 2  1D"'fu i" ;e 
(11)

-  
s in20

Where D_ is the diameter of spherical particles and
s

all the other s5rmbols have the same meaning as in

Izbash's formula. Based on investigations carried out

by the US Bureau of Reclamati-on, Jansen et al

reconrnend the following values for A:

A = 0.2 minor turbulence

A = 0.5-0.7 normal turbulence

A = 1.4 rnajor turbulence

Using the Shields critical velocity approach,

Pilarczyk (in PIANC, 1987) produced a formula which

also takes into account the leve1 of turbulence. Thi-s

T2



formula, however, was developed only for turbulence

Ievels as high as the ones generated by bends:

D r s O  
.  

U  2 o S

%=tryt

where

(12)

Dt5O= size of equivalent cubes ()lrrn ; non-cohesive)

U = cr i t ieal  f low veloci ty

o = as def ined before (e = (1 -  "+n1+ )0")
s in20 '  '

s = specific weight of stone

yo = depth of flow at the toe of the banks

V" = Shields parameter

V = 0.03 no movements
V" = 0.04 start  of  instabi l i ty

V = 0.06 movements
B, = coefficient dependent on the turbulence level in

the channel

81 = 8-10 minor turbulence (eg uniform f1ow,

smooth bed, laboratory fh:mes)

BL = 7-B normal turbulence of rivers and

channels

B, = 5-6 major turbulence (eg outer bends, loca1

disturbances)

W . ^  !  t  3

The grain diameter DnrO is defined as ( 
6f 

) r,yhere

WrO represents the weight of the stone that is greater

than that of 50% of the stones by weight; p is the

fluid specific gravity and s the stone specific

gravity. Blocks of any type with dimensions greater

than the one given by the above equation would

withstand currents up to approximately 4m/s.

Stability of these blocks would not be guaranteed in

areas of high turbulence where uplift forces may

occur. Pilarczyk (1984) also reconrnends a general

13



stabi l i ty formula, val id for stones with specif ic

grav i ty  be tween 2 .6  and 2 . lz

v3-c r
D  =  

T  v  0 . 5

vhere

( 13 )

D = equivalent diameter of the average veight of

stones WrO

V^_= critical velocity (believed to be equivalent to
c r

the mean velocity U)

Yo = water dePth

T = numerical coefficient

T = 0.005 - hor izontal  botton with no bed

roughness discontinuity and uniforrn flow

(l imited stone transport)

T = 0.010 - bottom protect lon for l imited stone

transport, constructi-on phases of a dam or

si1I with B/H > 5 (where B is crest length

and H crest height)

T = 0.015 - bottom protect ion for absolute rest

of stone or a si l l  wi th B,/H ( 5.

This method suggests that the value of the critical-

velocity be reduced by a factor I, to account for the

high turbulence such as that generated in hydraulj-c

jnmp". This factor is given by:

r .  a J
Y = -' r  1 + 3 r

wnere

r represents the relative turbulence intensity and

ean take the values

I 4



r = 0.15 for uniform flow over a rough bed

r = 0.3 to 0.35 imnediately downstream of

st i l l ing basins.

A precise definitj.on of the relative turbulence

intensity r is not given by Pilarczyk but it can be

seen that a value of r of 15% results in Ir= 1.

Values of r above 15% correspond to turbulent

conditions superimposed on the rrnormalt' turbulence of

natural streams. It seems reasonable to assume that a

value of r equal to 0.15 corresponds to an rms of the

velocity fluctuation of 15% of the mean.

TLre relationship between the bottom velocity and the

mean velocity for a rough turbulent flow can be

obtained by the following equation (Rouse, 1.950):

VO./U =

l.rhere

(  14)

vu
I I

yo

ks

0 . 6 8  l o g  ( f o l k " )  +  0 . 7 1

velocity near the bed

mean flow velocity

water depth

Nikuradser s roughness height

Uncertainty normally arises when trying to estimate

the value of k_ j-n terms of a suitable particle size
s

in the above equation. Pilarczyk (in Closure of Tidal

Basins, I9B4) suggests k" = 1 to 2 DrO for uni form

size and k- = I to 2 D^^ for non-uniform graded
s v u

sediment. This is supported by Raudiki (1967) who

stresses that the value of k" varies considerably with

the actual type/state of the mobile bed. Arnouring

can occur on natural beds of well-graded naterial thus

increasing the roughness value.

15



Another relationship between

lilaterways E:qperiment Station

1990)  :

VO/U =

where

and U is given by the

WES - (in Ramos,

V

0 .  7 l (1s)
0 .68  1og  ( to lD" )  +  0 .71

D- = size of the equivalent sphere (D^ = ( 5) 
t ' ' )

s ' s l T p s
and all the other symbols have the same me€Lning as in

equat ion  (14) .

Assuming that k" = Ds, it can be seen that this

equation differs from equation (f4) by a factor of

0.71. llowever, no apparent justification was found

for this discrepancy. Having been derived from the

early work on pipe resistance carri.ed out by Nikuradse

and by Praadtl, equation L4 seems therefore to be more

rel iable.

It can be seen from the 1i-terature review that most

relationships give the nominal stone size, D,

proportional to V to the power 2 to 3 (V either being

the mean flow veloeity or the critical velocity at

stone level). The equations where D cr V2 are in

accordance with Brahms incipient motion formula which

gives the cr i t ical  veloci- ty as V",  = kW1/6, where k is

an empirical constant and W is the particle weight

(see, for example, Raudkivi ,  1967).

Since W a D3 i t  fol lows that D a V"r2. For high

velocity flow conditions it is apparent that

inadequate velocity estimates can greatly affect the

size of riprap required to protect channels dorrnstream

of structures. Furthermore, aI1 the relationships

presented that take into account the influence of

16



turbulence levels, only define these levels

qualitatively. Hence considerable subjective

judgement is involved in the process.

lVo graphs have been produced relati-ng the Froude

number (Fr) to the ratio between the stone size and

the total water depth (D/Vo) - Figs 3 and 4. They

al1ow a comparison of the different equations

presented i-n the literature reviev. Since the Froude

number is usually defined using the mean flow

velocity, U, the eguations where the critical velocity

is given in terms of the velocity near the bed, V6,

had to be modified. Equation (14) was therefore

adopted for the relationship between VO and U. As

mentioned earlier, it is not certain which nominal

stone size should be used for the roughness heigha k".

For the present comparison it was decided to take k" =

DSO. It must be stressed, however, that the value of

k" has a marked effect on the ratio Vb/U. For

example, considering the range of Dlyo = 0.01 to 0.1,

a value of k" = 2D50 would correspond to an increase

of 11 to 17% in the ratio Vb/U, when compared to k" =

DSO. The procedure using equation (14) was followed

for the equations proposed by lzbash, Raudkivi

(equation (5)) Peterka and the chart proposed by

Searcy.

TLre first graph (fig 3) refers to equations obtained

under normal turbulence conditions: equations (5),

( 6 ) ,  ( 1 0 ) ,  ( 1 1 ) ,  ( L 2 ) ,  ( 1 3 )  a n d  S e a r c y r s  w o r k .  T h e

second graph (Fig  ) refers to equations obtained

under high turbulence conditions: equations (7) , (9),

( 1 0 ) ,  ( 1 1 ) ,  ( 1 2 )  a n d  ( 1 3 ) .  I t  s h o u l d  b e  n o t e d  o n c e

again that Maynord's equation was derived for

turbulence generated by decelerating flow and not for

turbulence downstream of structures. Similarly,

Pi larczyk's equat ion (1987) refers only to turbulence

generated by bends and Peterka's equation is, as the

author himself warns, only tentative. As for lzbash's

equation, it can be argued that the coefficient for
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high turbulence was obtained for isolated stones

plaeed on top of a triangular shaped rockfill

structure. This situation somewhat differs from that

of a rockfill bed placed downstream of a stil l ing

basin, for example. The fact that most of the

formulas in Figure 4 do not apply to highly turbulent

flows only emphasises the need for research in this

area.

The comparison of the tvo graphs shows that, as

expected, bigger stone sizes are required to protect

against higher 1eve1s of turbulence. This is apparent

from the shift of the curves to the left in Figure 4,

i-e lower Froude numbers for the same stone size. The

widely varying predictions of the stone size given by

the different equations can also be seen in Figures 3

and 4. For example, for a mean velocity U = 1.88 n./s

and a water depth yo = Im, the nominal stone size can

vary as much as four times, from 0.021n to 0.076m

under normal turbulence or from 0.046n to 0.l80m under

high turbulence. In terms of weight, the predictions

vary by a factor of up to 64.

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

4.  I  Tes t  r ig

fhe tests were carried out in an existing 2.4m wide by

28m long flume fitted rsith three pumps having a total

capacity of 0.5m3ls. In order to obtain a wider range

of velocities and tailwater depths it was decided to

reduce the width of the channel from 2.4m to 1.21m.

An adjustable sluice gate was designed and installed

in the flume to produce a hydraulic jump with

associated turbulence upstream of the test section.

The tailwater depths were controlled by means of a

flap gate and a valve at the downstream end of the

flume. Model materials representing differenl sizes

of r iprap were placed in a 2.6Om long test sect ion.
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4.2 Instrumentat ion

The transition between the smooth surface flume bed

and the test sect ion was achieved by a 1.74m long

reach of stone fixed with glue to wooden boards placed

on the flume bed. The purpose of the fixed stone

reach was twofold: f i rst ly,  to act as a transi t ion

between a smooth and a rough surface; and secondly, to

prevent excessive scour produced by unrealistically

high turbulence levels upstream of the test section.

Otherwise the formation of scour holes and bars would

most probably affect the Levels of turbulence in the

test section. The upstream end of the fixed stone

reach was placed 1.14m downstream of the sluice gate

and stone sizes varied from test to test but were

always smaller Lhan, or equal to, the sizes that were

being tested. The layout of the flume is shown in

Figure 5.

Discharges were measured by a Crump weir downstream of

the flume which was calibrated at the beginning of the

tests.  A simple scale and a micrometer screw point

gauge were installed upstream of the sfuice gate and

downstream of the test sect ion, respect ively,  to

measure water levels in the flume. The accuracy of

the poj.nt gauge is approximately 0.00003m.

Point. values of instantaneous flow velocity in the

test secti-on were measured by a three-component

ultrasonic Minilab current meter. The meter

calibrati-on was checked independently against a

Braystoke current meter which was also used Lo measure

mean velocities just above the flume bed, upstream of

the sluice gate. Prel ininary tests with the

uLtrasonic current meter showed that it required

regular monitor ing of the offset s ignals at zero f low

velocity condiLions. This can be accounted for by the

sensitivi-ty of this type of equipment and therefore

I9



4.3  Mode l  mater ia ls

4 .4  Data  acqu is i t ion

the probers offsets l rere recorded regular ly dur ing the

t e s t s .

Various sizes of stone were selected for the tests and

their grading curves and specific gravity were

obtained. Preliminary tests were carried out with a

round stone having D50= 7.7mm. Three different

angular stones with DUO between 4.6 and l l .Bmm were

selected for the f i rst  set of  tests.  The posit ioning

of various layers of gravel wi-ll also be considered to

assess the effect iveness of f i l ters and to provide

guidel i -nes for f i l ter design. Tests wi l l  a lso be

carried out with round stone having the same D50 ."

the selected gravel to compare their performance under

turbulent conditions.

fn the first stage of this study the materials were

placed in rectangular cross-sect ions, on a horizontal

bed. A second stage wi l l  deal with trapezoidal

channels, ie riprap stability on banks, and sloping

beds.

The point velocity measurements from the three-

component current meter were logged automatically into

a Conpaq Deskpro 286e micro-computer fitted wi-th a

dif ferent ial  analogue input board (AIP-24).  The data

acquisi t ion board vas used to convert  vol tage signals

into digi tal  s ignals read by the computer.  This 24

channel board was also equipped with three filters to

reduce interference by high frequency noise.

Records of 4096 point velocity measurements for each

of the three directions (main stream, across the flume

and vert i -cal)  were col lected at a frequency of 12.SHz

20



and processed using a program developed at HR

Wallingford. As mentioned before, records t/ere

regularly taken of the offset signals at zero

velocity, ie the ultrasonic probe was removed from the

test sect ion and placed in st i l l  water.  These 1024

point records were also taken at a frequency of

L 2 . 5 H z .

PRELIMINARY TESTS

A nunber of preliminary tests was carried out prior to

the study not only to test the equipment but mainly to

obtain an indication of the Ievels of turbulence

o<pected in this study. Tests were therefore run over

a smooth bed and over round stone with DrO= 7.7nrn for

different values of discharge. Velocity measurements

were taken at various depths above the bed and

___v, _
turbulence intensities defi-ned as (V'2) /u (where V

represents any velocity component and u is the

streamwise velocity component) were determined.

Turbulence intensities of the order of 6% in the

stream direction at bed level were obtained for

discharges of around 0.O75m3/s over a smooth bed,

whereas values of the order of L27" were obtained for

flow over a rough bed. These tests were performed

vrith naturally developed turbulence, ie the sluice

gate was fu11y open thus not affecting the flow in the

f1ume. These flow conditions will hereafter be

referred to as normal turbulence and will provide a

basis for comparison vith turbulence downstream of

structures.
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Fig 1 Schematic diagram of a hydraulic jump generated by a sluice-gate
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